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THE FIXATIOIT A1TD RECLAHATIOI OP SAHD AREAS
OTfBOBUCTIOHt
Along most of the principal waterways of the Middle
West, there are greater or smaller areas havin^ more or less typ-
ical dune topography. These dunes contain all of the gradations
from those that are still shifting to those that are permanently
fixed. In Illinois, in Carroll and T7hiteside Counties, alon the
Hississippi River, in Bureau and Hock Island bounties, alon the
Hock Hiver, and in Taswell and Hason Counties, alon the Illinois
Hiver, there are considerahle areas of shift in sand. There is a
tract in Ustick Township in 'Thiteside County that contains a large
amount of drifting sand; and there has "been a great ;. vioun' of
work done on it to prevent wind erosion. The exact location of
this area is the west
-J- of the northeast J of Section 31, Town-
ship 22, Range 4, East of the fourth principal meridian. It is
termed as high rolling "bluff land, and is on the east bluff over-
looking the "bottoms of the old Mississippi Hiver bed, and is ahout
midway "between Savanna on the north, and the southern end of the
Teridosia, the two points where the river left its old channel
to form its present course.
tHE CE°IOGICAL IIISTOHv 01 nIG REGIOI,
In the regions adjoining this, there are consider-
ahle areas of dune topography, some of which are fixed, hut the
most of them are free from vegetation and are shifted ahout by
strong winds; as the prevailing wind is from the southwest, the
dunes travel in a northeast course. Associated with these treeless
shiftin^ dunes, are dunes with occasional shrubs and trees, and a

nrr
sparoe covering of grasses. These pass by a successive gradations
thru areas with only a patch of shifting sand, to dunes that are
entirely fixed "by vegetation; "but in which the characteristic dune
topography indicates the nature of the deposits "below. All grad-
ations from shifting to fixed dunes, occur in close association.
Topography of dune areas is very characteristic,
it includes small hills or mounds irregularly placed, and some-
times ridges and enclosed depressions. The hills are formed "by
piling up of the sand or by the sand drifting over an elevated por-
tion of the country; and the depressions "by scooping out of the
materials of which the hills are made, ( "blow-outs ) , or natural de-
pressions with the dunes piled up around them. As most of these
blow-outs or depressions have no outlet they would contain ponds,
(and some of the natural ones do) were it not for the sa-nri "being-
so porous. In the bluff "border areati, ponds are not infrequent.
As some of this area has "been fixed, all gradations may he found
from characteristic dune topography to a topography well controll-
ed "by stream erosion.
The dune areas of the region occur, (1) on valley-
flats, (2) alon some of the margins of the upland, forming a
r /{/IsX-^^, 0* Wv t^v-
"bluff "border area, and (3) in a few places on the upland "back from
A
the "bluffs.
The Valley Flats.
The dune areas of the valley flats are usually
twenty to thirty feet above the general elevation of the flats.
They have a relief of fifteen to twenty- five feet, These dunes are
for the most part shifting, and the vegetation upon them consists
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of isolated tufts of grasses and. low shaggy "bushes, adapted to this
environment. TThere the sand is shifting the most, there is the
least vegetation, and vice versa. Material is a fine to medium
grained sand which has "been drifted together from the sand deposit-
ed in the valley during the Ti scons in glacial epoch. The sand of
these areas is for the most part nearly white and as has been said
"before almost devoid of vegetation.
The Bluff Border Areas.
The "bluff "border dune areas include those areas
along the margin of the uplands, in which the topography has "been
more or less determined "by eolian deposits and in which the shift-
ing dune sand may occur. These areas are usually higher than the
upland immediately "back of them, and viewed from that side appear
as low ridges, ^rom the crest of the ridges, one overlooks the
valley on one side and the upland on the other. The topography
of this "belt in most places is very rugged and the relief much
greater than the dune areas of the valley flats. In many cases,
the relief is increased "by erosion. Altho in some places these
areas are shifting, dunes may consist of sandy loess or loess or
any mixture of then. mhe surface material is usually loess or
sandy loess grading to coarser deposits below, however, this mat-
erial differs with the location. Much of the surface is covered by
a thin soil of sandy or sometimes clayey material and fixed by veg-
etation. However, when this soil is removed or turned over by a
plow, the sand starts to shift again. Areas of shifting sand are
not a prominent part of the bluff border area, altho they occur nith
some frequency.

The Upland Areas.
A few scattering patches of dune topography with
sometimes a few hills of shifting sand are found on the upland
hack from the "bluffs. These patches of dune topography are elon-
gate and have their longer axes in a west, northwest to east,
southeast direction. The material of these dunes or hills is a
fine sand or sandy loess surrounded at the "bottom "by brown silt
loam. Most of these are so completely fixed that they may he
cultivated without fear of starting' them to drifting again. Re-
ference to these areas is made only to show that such areas of
shifting sand may in time, he so completely fixed as to he cul-
tivated.
The manner in which dunes migrate or advance is
as follows: the sand is seldom carried any very great distance at
one time, altho in some places in this locality, drifts from ten
to fifteen feet in height have "been blown up in two days and have
made an advance of from three to four rods in that time. On the
whole, however, they make short advances between which occur long-
er or shorter periods of rest. The sand is blown up the windward
side of the dime and dropped just beyond the crest. This process
develops a gentle windward slope and an abrupt leeward slope which
may be as steep as the angle at which the sand may rest. In case
the wind shifts to the exact opposite direction, the dune is just
reversed and blown hack in the direction of the original advance.
Examples of this are rare in this region. There are several cases
in the bluff border area where the sand is blown on rich farming
areas that do not show dune topography.
Exposures showing the structure of sand are excep-

tional because of the ease with which the material slides ( 5
)
and slumps when dry, hut there is a goad example of this on
the west
edge of the area to he considered. This exposure was caused by
the
Burlin ton Railroad making a cut through a sand dune sixty or sev-
enty-five feet in height. This shows a fine grainel sand having
indistinct wavy layers some of which are parallel with the slope
while others are in the opposite direction. The series of layers
in one direction may he cut off abruptly by another series in a
different direction. The features are such as one would expect
to find in a dune area where the hills are building out in one dir-
ection today and another tomorrow and in which the layers blown up
today are partly eroded away tomorrow and the material deposited
on another slope at a different angle. ITear the top of the cut,
the sand passes to a sandy loess from two to ten feet thick which
in turn is overlayed by a covering of sand several feet in thicknes
In this immediate locality is shown a kind of surface markings ofte
found in shifting sand. They are wind ripples, not at all unlike
the waves on a body of water, as they consist of parallel ridges
and intervening troughs. They are found transversely to the dir-
ection of the wind. These ridges are usually about an inch or less
in height having a gentle windward slope and a steep lee side. The
difference in slope is due to the way in which the sand is carried;
most of it is rolled along the surface up the gentle incline of
the ripples, and dropped abruptly over the crest of them. A wind
that is not strong enough to pick up the sand particles makes this
kind of surface markings, while a stronger wind would pick up such
a great quantity of them, that the ripples would be obliterated.
These ripples represent an advancing dune in miniature, and one
made up of the coarser particles of the soil.

tL
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In some parts of these regions, mounds are thrown
up or piled up by sand being lodged in the vegetation that is grow-
ing there. There is a low shaggy bush that covers these mounds.
It is interesting to watch the development of one of them. The
bushes appear upon the level or on a slight slope and as the sand
is shifted through them, some is lodged there and in time a mound
is formed: this is aided by the sand being blown away from the base.
The average height of these mounds is about ten feet altho some are
twice this high. In time the mound is isolated and vegetation
creeps down the sides. Then in some cases sandburs and other grass-
es appear around the base and gradually spread out until finally
there is a patch about i 1 > varying in size from one quarter of an
acre to two acres that appear to be fixed.
In this section the bluff border areas occur on
the east and south sides of the great valleys, while to the north
and west they are absent, thus for the most part the bluff border
area varies with the width of the valleys to the west and to the
north west. This relation is of some significance as there is no
doubt that the material of the bluff dunes was obtaineo from the
valley flats and carried to the uplands by westerly winds. mhere
are several instances of this going on, and more instances of the
dunes passing farther upon the uplands, exposing the original soil
at the ed c.e of them.
The time immediately following the filling of the
main valley during the Wisconsin glacial epoch was probably the
time of the greatest dune development, because at that time vege-
tation was scarce upon the sandy areas of the low lands and a cov-
ering of soil was absent. As time went by and ve etation increased,
a top soil was developed and the effective action o^ the wind was
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decreased. Dime areas were pro"bably formed before the Wisconsin
glacial epoch and since this period dune formation has "been in all
probability going on locally all the time.
SOIL MAP Off THE F03EST LOT
.
(a) Physical composition of the sand.
The physical composition of the sand in this local-
ity is approximately:
Coarse sand Sfj
Medium sand 38^
Pine sand 45$
Loess 9fj
These percentages vary greatly in rather short distances especial-
ly in the amount of coarse sand present. In some spots the percent-
age of coarse sand runs as high as 70$, while a half a mile distant
it drops to 6fj, The cause of this wide variation is probably due
to the varying pressure or grinding power of the glaciers as they
swept over the country. Where the percentage of coarse sand runs
high, the loess is reduced to a trace, while the fine sand is from
one to five percent. There are instances too, where the loess and
fine sand compose the larger portion of the soil, in which case the
coarse sand is reduced to nearly nothing and the medium sand to a
very small amount.
In moisture determinations, based on air dry con-
ditions, which were carried on during the summer 1914 in the pure
drifting sand, the surface soil showed a very small percentage of
moisture, (in August it was reduced to less than Yp) while the
subsurface and subsoil contained between twelve and fifteen percent.
Subsurface and the subsoil showed a greater amount of moisture dur-
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ing the summer than the corresponding depths of "brown silt lo&m on
the Union Grove Experiment field less than a mile and a half away.
The reason for this is probably due to the fact that the brown silt
loam had a heavy growing crop of corn on it while the ganfl had no
vegetation whatever; this coupled with the fact that the top seven
inches of the sand acted much the same as a dust mulch, allowing
but small evaporation from the surface, might account for the larg-
er percentage of moisture in the sand.
(b) Mineral composition of the sand.
A chemical analysis of the drifting' sand shows the
following percentage:
SiO£ 8S.04f,
1?e
2°Z>
2,88
•wJLgOg 6 • 08
CaO 2.52
r ,42
ffa
g
O .£1
p .026
B .00813
This indicates that it is chiefly of quartz origin and a small
amount of the feldspars present. It also shows 7000 pounds of
potassium, 520 pounds of phosphorus, and 162 pounds of nitrogen
in the surface soil of an acre. With this very small amount of
plant food present, it is no wonder that the dunes are void of
vegetation.
(c) Blow-outs and their origin.
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About 1845, or the time this section of the country
was settled., the dunes were apparently well fixed, it is certain,
at least, that they were not shifting'. Most of the settlers stop-
nefl on the "border th« "bln?"^ BQ to he near wa^er and ^heir
stock grazed over the country at will* In the spring, the grass
on the dunes would start growing before that on the upland hack of
them, hence, the dunes were grazed very close at that time of the
year. Then the cattle would he driven home they made paths over
the dunes, which soon cut through the sod. This uave the wind a
chance to start scooping out hollows and soon great "blow-outs were
formed. This
,
together with close pasturing of the area, soon
enabled the wind to start the dunes to shifting.
Old residents of this section say that the hills
farthest to the west, and consequently, nearest the bottoms have
been leveled down to less than one half of their original height,
and that the width of the sand area is twice as reat as it once
was.
(d) Buried soils.
The soil beneath the sand was probably deposited
before tlxe Wisconsin ^l^cial period during which time was the per-
iod of the greatest dune development. The soil below the sand is
loess which varies in thickness from one to two feet to several
feet in depth, below the loess one finds more or less clay and then
rock.
The loess was probably deposited by the wind as the
upland back from the bottoms has a covering of it and the greatest
depth is found on the highest places. In some places where the
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dunes have passed "by and the original soil is exposed, there are
indications that vegetation was well established "before being cov-
ered. The soil is dark "brown and closely resembles the "brown silt
loam of the upland. This soil is found only on the low places that
have been exposed.
ITATIVE YEGETAT101.
(a) On forest lot.
The vegetation in the forest lot, "before the plant-
ings were made, were much the same as that of other similar areas
adjoining it. The areas where any vegetation at all was growing
were very sparcely covered. The plants consisted chiefly of:
Russian thistles, fire weed, ra weed and sand "burrs, with the few
of the following intermingled: cockle "burrs, horse mint, vervain,
mulein, pepper crass , wild aster, golden rod, "blue stem, scouring
rush, tickle grass, partridge pea, and an occasional tuft of "blue
grass. There were a few trees present consisting- of two "burr oaks,
one "black oak, one slippery elm, one hackberry, and one co H tonwood.
(This cottonwood is a gigantic specimen, measuring twenty-seven
feet in circumference, three feet from the ground). There is also
a quarter o^ £»n p^^e hazel "brush*
To the north about six miles, there are several
species of cacti growing, and also quite a number of plr-nts belong-
ing to the bunch grass family. ITearly all of these plants have a
shallow fibrous root system, the exact opposite from what one not
accustomed to sand ecology would expect to find. As there is plenty
of moisture present, plant food is the limiting factor of plant grow
th; since most of the plant food is close to the surface, the root
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system is necessarily close to the surface.
On the sand ridge around Thompson (about eight
miles from the forest lot) the original sod was not "broken until
a comparative recent date and there the great crops of melons are
raised. There is anually "between four and five hundred carloads
of melons shipped from Thompson, that are grown within a radius of
six miles from there.
THE EFFECT OF TIND Oil SAID SOILS.
The ordinary drifting sand moves "by a series of
short leaps rarely ever rising far above the surface. It has "been
said, that in the desert, a person on a camel does not feel the
sand "blowing. For this reason, the tendency to hug the surface,
isolated rocks exposed to sand drift are worn away very fast near
their base, causing them to assume a nashrooxi appearance, while
the upper portions are scarcely affected. Trees, telegraph poles,
etc. are girdled near the ground.
The phenomena of sand drift are most clearly and
strikingly exhibited on nearly level plains of some extent, cov-
ered with loose sand, and in the main, free from vegetation and
other artificial obstructions. Such plains, of glacial, fluvial,
marine or eolian origin, are not uncommon in nature and form the
sand wastes of various continents, as well as the sandy portions
of the true deserts. Borders of drifting sand are also found on
many coasts where the sand supplied by the sea is carried inland
by on-shore winds. These areas of natural sand, of whatever or-
igin are, of course, seldom perfectly level or entirely free from
obstructions, but it is convenient to analyze the phenomena
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"by considering an ideal level plain of uniform and vegetationless
surface, on which the sand would drift hack and forth, from time
to time, accumulating in the direction towards which the prevail-
ing winds blew. This drift would he limited in area by borders,
mountains, water or vegetation, but in the direction of the pre-
vailing winds the stoppage would be only temporary, -for Band
would have a tendency to pile up just inside the limiting mountains
until it overtopped them, to fill up the water courses or to slow-
ly encroach upon the vegetal border. If the winds were insuffic-
iently consistent, this would never happen because the accumulation
that would take place during one storm would be swept away in anoth-
er direction by the next. Also if the mountains were too high, or
the bodies of the water too great, or the current in them swift
enough to remove the sand as rapidly as delivered, the barrier
might never be surpassed. A vegetal border is just as difficult
to overcome, for vegetation tends to encroach upon the sand plain
as much as the sand plain tends to encroach upon the vegetation,
and to decide whether the plants will tie down the sand, or the
sand overv/helm the plants, there is always a struggle „.and the out-
come of which is largely dependent upon climatic conditions or
factors which control the rapidity and vigor of pi; nt growth. The
sand wastes of Central Asia, which were once covered with vegeta-
tion and populous, seemed to have been invaded by the sand only
after the vegetation had been removed by increased aridity.
On areas of loose sand there soon develop by act-
ion of eolian agencies themselves, hills or ridges of sand -- the
dunes. Dunes are of many forms which are due to many variable
factors, but the initial impulse to dune formation is in most cases
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furnished "by some relatively fixed obstacle in the plain of drift-
ing sand. These obstacles are mostly clumps of vegetation altho
they may consist of any inert material which collects and holds the
sand. If the supply of sand is plentiful, the sand heap will soon
overtop and kill the vegetation to which it owes its origin, and
becomes itself an obstacle about which more sand will accumulate.
An isolated heap of this sort on an open plain, free from the dis-
turbing effects of other dunes, irregular topography, etc., may be
considered a typical or normal dune, tho the natural forms are us-
ually much more complex. Under the influence of a wind fairly con-
stant in direction and velocity, such a simple dune exhibits the
action of principles which apply to all dunes and which winer once
discovered can readily be applied to forms of greater complexity.
Collection of sand into a dune does not imply that
it has lost its tendency to drift, for unless fixed, the dune it-
self moves more or less rapidly in the direction of the prevail-
ing wind. Sand grains are drifted up the windward side of the
slope, fall over the crest and roll down the lee side, and the dune
is thus quite literally rolled over and over across the plain.
The rate of advance depends upon the amount of moving sand, the
frequency and violance of the effective winds, and to some extent
on the topography of the country. The smaller dunes always move
faster.
The result of the process of migration is that
dunes tend to form gentle slopes to the windward, and steep ones
to the leeward. In the ideal case, the leeward slope has that
angle at. which the sand will just remain at rest usually about
thirty degrees.
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Sometimes either by the union of the isolated dunes
or possibly in other ways, there will be formed long and passibly
Btraight ridges transverse to the direction of the ruling wind,
and frequently a series parallel to each other like huge ripple
systems. Such transverse ridges are similar to isolated dunes
in their proclivity and migration, in their slope, relations, etc.
They are frequently to he found in deserts and are responsible
for the well known wavelike surface of these areas. Coastal dunes
are usually linear and transverse to the prevailing winds, but
are not so likely to be regular in form, as are the ridges of the
desert, being largely determined by the shape of the coast line
and the amount of sand supplied at various points.
In addition to these forms, all of which have
their greatest extension in a direction transverse to the wind,
there are also dunes which stretch out parallel thereto. The
precise nature of the processes which give use to these long-
itudinal dunes is very uncertain, but such forms seem to occur
most readily where the supply of sand is small in comparison to
the force of the wind. vThere more sand is available, or the
wind of less velocity, the dunes are transverse.
The actual forms of natural dunes are, of course,
exceedingly complex, expressing in any individual case the re-
sultant of many and evervaryiiig factors, of which the degree of
constancy in the direction of the wind is doubtless the most im-
portant, and next to this is the relation of the amount of sand
available to the velocity of the wind. The topography of the
underlying surface is also important, and the physical properties
of the sand are not without their influence.
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Control of Drifting Sands.
The first step in the control and utilization of
drifting dunes is the stopping of sand movement and the establish-
ment of a permanent surface. Such fixation is sometimes profitable
"because of the agricultural value of the land, "but mostly because
of the stoppage of drifting on more valuable land. In many parts
of the world coastal dunes have caused great damage to agricultur-
al lands, seashore towns and harbors. Interior moving dunes are
also troublesome and frequently have to be fought "by railroads
and owners of property adjacent to said areas.
The methods usually employed in the fixation of
dune areas, consists first, of planting some grasp or similar
plant that will bind the surface and protect it from the attack
of the wind. The particular plant which is most useful in an3r
individual case depends upon the general ecological environment
as well as upon the efficiency of the plant as a sand binder,
and for this reason many different plants have been used success-
fully in different parts of the world. Of these the beach grass
has been found particularly useful in temperate climates, ep^ec-
ially so upon coastal dunes.
After the preliminar}?- fixation has been accomp-
lished, dune lands are in the vast majority of capes best put in-
to forest, not alone because trees are excellent protectors against
the wind but because if properly handled they can be made to yield
a considerable financial return without danger of starting the sand
to drifting again. In general, however, trees can not be made to
grow on naked dunes, and hence, the necessity for a preliminary
fixation with ^rasses or other hardy plants.
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The fixation of a dune not only prevents damage to
the plants by the actual moving of the surface, hut it "betters the
quality of the soil itself by causing the retention by the finer
products of weathering and decay which are winnowed out of moving
sands and "blown clear away. A stationary dune always contains much
dust which greatly "betters the soil "both physically and chemically
and enables it to support a more varied and extensive growth of
plants.
The fixation of coastal dunes often takes place by
natural processes. mhe force o 4" the on-shore "breepep decreases
rapidly with distance from the beach, and thus, the rate of inland
movement soon is so small that the hardier plants can take poss-
ession and begin the work of fixation. 7ith increasing permanence
of surface and progressive deoay of the sand, plants of less hard-
ihood can take hold until natural forests spring up and complete
the work of fixation. On most coasts this natural fixation would
take hold in a comparatively short time if natures processes were
allowed to go on unmolested. It is probable that all coastal sand
areas were protected by a belt of this natural vegetation before
the interference of man. The present trouble is due largely to
the unrestricted exploitation of timber, which left the sand ex-
posed, and ready to recommence its drifting. Also grazing and cut-
ting of the new growth prevents the natural fixation which would
otherwise take place. It is then essential that the shore line
be protected against such exploitations, because protection is
cheaper than reclamation.
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METHODS FOR PREVENTING flHD EROSIOIT.
In most places where fixation and reclamation
have "been practiced it is the aim, to get the drifting area into
forest as quickly as possible, as permanent fixation comes only
with fore station. As the shifting sand, where the wind is of very
great velocity cuts the bark and wood of young trees very badly,
it has "been the object to bind the sand down with grass until the
trees are large enough to form a protection for themselves.
Thus the work of fixation is divided into two
distinct stages, the (1) preliminary, stopping blowing and (2)
permanent, or forestation.
Binding the Sand.
The most successful methods used in binding
saud at various times, come under three heads. (1) Transplanting
sand-binding plants upon the dunes, thick enough to form a living
cover. (2) Covering the entire surface with some inert material
so that the wind can not reach the sand. (3) Covering the sur-
face with a network of brush fences so that while the wind reaches
the sand its velocity is so slackened that it does not drift the
sand. Seeds sown on the bare sand have not been a success.
(1) Binding by means of grasses.
Of numerous kinds and varieties of grasses
tried, the beach grass has proven so very satisfactory, that it is
now used almost exclusively where this practice is employed.
Beach grass grows naturally on the dunes all along the north At-
lantic coast of both Europe and the United States as far south as
Morocco and North Carolina. It grows in bunches and is about from
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one to three feet in height, and spreads by means of an extensive
underground, creeping root-system, which sends up sprouts to form
new plants.
Beach grass seems to grow "better and faster where
there is fresh drifting sand; this feature seems to -furnish the
best conditions for the proportion of new plants. In quiet sand
it worries along for a few years and then gradually dies out.
Beach grass is transplanted either in the fall af-
ter growth ceases or in the spring before growth starts. As labor
can be more easily obtained in the fall most of the transplanting
is done at that time, and too, the plants to use are more easily
selected
•
The plants to choose should be two years old and
have one or two nodes at the base, at least/ one node must be pre-
sent as the roots start from the nodes. More than two nodes are
unnecessary. If the grass is taken from the dunes to be fixed one
should exercise care so as not to remove too much from one place;
thus giving the wind an opportunity to form a blow-out. The soon-
er after digging that the grass is planted the better it is, as it
does not have a chance to dry out very much; for the same reason
a day with a great deal of humidity in the atmosphere is better
than a bright sunshiny da~?.
TVhere a large area of drifting sand is necessary
to fix, a systematic arrangement of planting should be used. The
grass plants are set in rows that are perpendicular to the prevail-
ing wind. Rows parallel to the wind should be avoided as hollows
will be formed between the rows.
In ordinary conditions the ro-.vs are about a foot

==================
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and a half apart and trie plants about one half that distance apart
in the rows, however, local conditions should determine the thick-
ness of planting.
(2) Binding by means of inert material.
Beach grass is iised along the coast, hut there are
large areas of inland sand where beach grass does not grow, so some-
thing else must be used until the forest is started.
For a temporary covering any cheap material will
do, such as sawdust, straw, brush, etc., but in Europe heather is
most commonly used. As this is a plant in the sand dune regions,
it is used extensively, especially in the Netherlands and Denmark.
The heather is cut usually with scythes, spread
over the surface and held down by means of a little sand. It is
then tied in bundles and taken where it is to be used. The plants
are spread out on the surface with the bundles overlapping each
other in rows, and are partially covered with sand. Heather is
often used in making roads in dune areas; the road is graded in
the usual manner, then heather is spread thickly over the track,
fciius keeping the wheels of vehicles from sinking into the sand
too far.
(3) Binding by means of sand hedges.
Sand hedges are used when other methods are not
practicable; when the sand is drifting with special force, or where
it is desired to accumulate sand rapidly. This method brings to
use inert material like stakes, brush or anything which projects
above the sand and reduces the velocity of the wind with-

out causing deflecting currents. The entire surface is not necess-
ary to "be covered "but enough is, so that the sand is held in place
and that from neighboring areas is accumulated.
Sand hedges or fences are made from "brush or stakes
from the forest. Branches are cut into short lengths
,
approx-
imately the same, and driven into the sand in rows or squares. The
rows should he at right angles to the wind. A few cross fences
answer the same purpose as squares, and catch the sand from all
directions. The closeness of the stakes and distance apart of the
rows and size of material depends upon local conditions. The
common reed of Europe is often used the same way. Sand fences are
used to repair "breaks in protecting dunes, to fill channels pre-
vious to planting grass, or where it is desirous to accumulate
sand. Brush spread over the surface will act in the same way.
Porestation.
The foregoing processes are as a rule preparatory
to establishing a forest. Then dunes are covered with trees they
are permanently fixed and if properly cared for will "become a
source of revenue- in a short time.
In many places where the original forest has "been
destroyed, the wind has started the sand to drifting, and some of
the areas in "both Europe and this country have "become quite trouble-
some. Seeds of forest trees have been sown on these areas but this
method was unsuccessful, and the most approved method of establish-
in^, a forest, is to set out young trees after the sand has been
fixed. Conifers are used chiefly in F/urope , the species depending
on the locality.
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The seedlings are raised in a nursery and are set
out at one or two years of age, they require a considerable care
for a few years: such as replacing the trees that die, fighting
pesti>, uiaintaining fire guards, etc.
WORK OF PHEVBMIIG BLOWING.
Fixation in Europe.
The most extensive work found in Europe along the
lines of reclamation of sand dunes has been done on the north
coast of Germany. The coast of the North Sea and the Uorth and
East Friesian Islands are exposed to the erosive action of the
wind and waves which requires much work in mechanical obstruction
and also in the fixation of the dunes. The coast and harbors are
protected by walls of masonry, piles, and sand dune fences.
In most places the dune areas were once forested,
but the timber was removed and the dunes began to shift. Along
the coast it is necessary to protect the harbors, arable fields,
and towns and villages from destruction by the drifting dunes.
Therefore the Government has taken active steps in the reclam-
ation of these waste areas.
First a long barrier dune is thrown up or accum-
ulated by the use of brush fences, then the sand is held by beach
grass or heather, and then the work of fore station begins. Young
trees one or two years old are set out and cared for very care-
fully for a few years or until they acquire a g° ^ growth, then
they require very little attention. The trees used almost exclu-
sively are mountain pine. In almost all cases some kind of pine
has been used.
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The cost of securing a forest in Germany amounts
to about $60.00 per aore, of this, the biggest item of expense is
the fixation of the sand which runs from $22.00 to $30.00 per acre,
depending on whether beach grass or brush fences are used. Inhere
beach grass is secured close at hand it costs about $20.00, but
where it is to be transported very far, it costs in proportion to
the distance to be carried.
Germany has reclaimed and forested about six hund-
red square miles that is yielding a return to the government and
more is in the process of forestation.
In France the most important dune area is that
along the southwestern coast near Bordeaiix. The stopping of the
sand is very much like that employed in Germany, (by use of beach
grass and some inert material) but foresting- the area, seeds are
sown instead of planting young trees. The seeds are sown in the
Autumn and the area is covered with brush in the spring. This
method costs about $25.00 to $30.00 per acre. In France there
are many places where dunes have covered forests and later when
they passed on the old trunks were uncovered.
On some of the inland dunes, seed of pine, mixed
with that of beach grass, broom and furze are sown. On one area
of five thousand acres where this method was employed, the cost
was $29.00 per acre.
In other European countries, Netherlands, and
Denmark extensive work has been done in reclaiming dune areas.
Alon6 the coast the usual method is to plant beach grass to fix
the sand and thus set out trees, and in the inland areas some inert
material is used to stop the drifting of the sand prior to the
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forestation. In the Netherlands some species of oak have "been tried
for the forest "but they have not proven as satisfactory as pines. !
In Europe all told, thousands of acres have "been reclaimed (exact
areas could not "be found) and work is being done continuously. In
Eastern Europe around the Black Sea, in Austria and Russian Turk-
estan, much work is being done to stop the drifting sand.
Reclamation in the United States.
The most noteworthy example of reclamation in the
United States is at Cape God, where the shifting dunes threatened
to destroy a great amount of valuable property, cover up towns and
fill up the harbor.
Early accounts of these regions seem to agree that
t^ere was a much greater area forated then +h.Q.n there is at pre-
sent, altho there were always places in which the dunes were shif-
ting. It is safe to say that, at least, three fourths of the non-
forested sand areas of today, were well covered with trees within
historic tiros.
The trees close to the harbor were naturally cut
first hy the settlers and ship "builders, as they were close and
handy. Salt factories which were an important industry used wood
for fuel for evaporation until the more economic method of sun
' evaporation was introduced. The production of pitch and turpentine
use of the trees for lumber, fuel and ship supplies also tended to
expose the surface to the weathering action of the wind.
Pasturing cattle on the beach grass close to the
shore, cutting the beach grass for hay also aided in starting the
dunes to drifting.
1 I
1«
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About a century ago conditions -;ere at their worst.
Many of the houses were "built upon piles so that the sand would
sweep under then rather than accumulate and eventually "bury them;
as it was, the sand had to he removed from around the buildin to
prevent them from "being covered. The sand was carried with such
force that it would etch glass in a short space of time and stones
would he riddled "by the "blast.
In 1825 the state appointed a committee to invest-
igate the conditions. Their suggestions resulted in an act to pre-
vent pasturing of stock at large on the forested dunes and also
prohibited the destroying of beach grass and woody growth either
by cutting or pulling. The enforcement o^ these acts materially
reduced the devastation. At this time a reclamation process was
started, the expenses of planting being defrayed by the town of
Provincetown unless the owner of the land was responsible for the
conditions existing on it, in which case, the owner was charged
for the planting. This method was effective for a while, but fin-
ally its effectiveness wore off and the removal of wood and beach
grass went on as before.
In 189Z the State took a hand in starting reclaim-
ing this non-forested area. The first year seed were sown and
shrubs set out on the t~>ps of the dunes where the wind has the
greatest velocity. The result was that most of the planting was
killed, buried, or uprooted, so that some other method was tried.
The next year beach grass was tried and the results
of binding the sand with this plant have been very satisfactory.
The first few yea^s of plantings the grass was set out in the
spring, but towards the last, better results have been obtained
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from fell planting. mhe cost planting the "beach grasr, ^or the
219 acres covered in the space of ten years was approximately £50. 0(
per acre.
"brush has "been used to cover the surface. 'There this has "been done
"beach grass seed has "been sown among the "brush and the sand is
thus hound in this manner. Ahout fifteen acres have "been fixed in
this manner at a cost of ^25.00 per acre.
ing, its growth seems to deteriorate and unless something is done
it will eventually die and thus expose the surface again. 7or
this reason something of lasting qualitier should he used, and hence,
the necessity of forestation. The trees or shrubs should he set
out soon after the grass, in order to give them as much protection
as possihle from the grass. Many kinds o^ trees have "been trier,
but the following were most satisfactory: Seaside pine, tree of
heaven, iron wood, European "birch, tamarack, poplar, larch, willow
and privet. The black louiu-t and European alder have proven to be
adapted to growing in sandy areas and more of them will he used.
Expenditures for a period of ten years ending Jan-
uary 1, 1904 on 219 acres.
In some places where roads are made thru the dunes
After beach grass has stopped the sand from drift-
Beach grass planting 010,950. 00
Introduction of woody growth 6,011.78
Construction and maint ainence of roads 6,250.00
Superintendence 6,000.00
Incidental expenses including survey 2,718.00
31,929.78
Average per acre
,
$145.79
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The General Government has spent $162,019.86 in its
work for harbor protection, and the total amount expended upon the
harbor by the State, Hation and Government is §325,719.78. This
includes $151,770.00 expended by the state in 1868 for the construc-
tion of a dike across a part of the harbor.
The sand areas are of vital importance to the har-
bor and their control necessitates reforestation, v/hich is at pre-
sent being accomplished, the officers in charge having in mind the
ultimate development of a marine park.
7/ORK Oil THE FOREST LOT
.
As has been said before the forest lot consists
chiefly of drifting sand. As far as farming operations are con-
cerned it is practically useless. It is assessed at $9.00 per acre.
There was originally 80 acres in the lot, about 20 acre:- of which were
on the bottoms. In 1900 a railroad was built which ran thru this
lot just on the edge of the upland cutting off 25 acres including
the bottom land. In building the railroad a cut was made thru
some semi-fixed dunes, and they started drifting badly. In 1903
some acorns, and seed from blue ash, catalpa, and soft maple were
sown on the sand banks. ITone of them grew. In the spring of the
next year, 1904, upon request, the Department of Forestry at Wash-
ington, sent a man who drew up a forest planting plan. He recom-
mended a shelter belt of cottonwood around the entire tract, and
the remainder of the land, except two sag holes, a mixed planting
of osage and white pine, alternately spaced 6x6 feet. A govern-
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ment official in charge of t v e Forestry Exhibit at the Louisana
Purchase Exposition in 1904, said that neither osage nor cottonwood
would grow on the sand. In view of these conflicting ideas of men
from the same department it was decided to give very little atten-
tion to their suggestions^
In the spring of 1905 some walnut, acorn and hick-
ory nut seeds were planted near the sag holes, also some Wisconsin
tamarack and native soft maple were planted just at the margin of
them. Three thousand cottonwoods were planted on the west side of
the lot, these trees came from Nebraska and were very inferior in
quality and hut few of them grew. Those that survived were in
places where the sand was drifting the most, and these grew very
rapidly. Six hundred "black locusts were set in a "blow hole ahout
the center of the lot near the east side. mhese trees were very
thrifty and nearly all of them grew and made a very satisfactory
growth. Five thousand osage were set out, some of them in the
same blow hole as the locusts, some in a partially drifting area,
hut most of them on the drifting sand. Alternating with those
on the drifting sand were planted two thousand white pine spaced
6x6 feet. Hone of the pine and less than 5J6 of the osage grew.
The nuts planted by the sag holes germinated well,
the walnuts making a growth from eight to twelve inches during
the season, and the acorns and hickory nuts from three to four
inches. During the winter following, the rabbits ate practically
all the terminal buds of the walnut and nearly all the osage and
cottonwoods that grew.
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Planting in 1906.
In the spring of 1906, 3050 cottonwoods were set
out on drifting sand, 1150 of them were native trees; 750 of them
were dug in the fall of 1905 and were "buried during the winter,
four hundred of then were dug and set out the same day. Twenty-
nine hundred cottonwoods were set out part of them in a "blow hole
near the south "border and the rest on the south edge of the blow
hole.
Four thousand blac^: locusts were set out, thirty-
seven hundred of them under drifting sand and the rest on land that
is partially fixed. Two thousand catalpa, three hundred of them
on the drifting sand and the rest on land partially fixed. Five
hundred ash were planted with the catalpas. Jfour hundred elm were
planted in the drifting sand. Two hundred haoKberry were set on the
north margin of the blow hole near the south border. Two hundred
year-old white pine were planted on the sand where the pine the
previous year failed to grow.
A nursery was established on the east side near
the middle of the lot. The ground was very sandy but was not drif-
ting. Eighteen hundred pine, four hundred Norway spruce, one hund-
red and fifty larch and two hundred and fifty cedars were set out.
Seed of blue ash and catalpa were sown and a bushel of walnuts
planted.
The cottonwoods in the drifting sand, and on the
margin of the blow holes made very satisfactory growth but those
in the blow holes themselves, nearly all died, due to the sand be-
ing blown away from the roots. Nearly all of the locust grew, and j
made a good growth. All the catalpa on the drifting sand and 50J6
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of those on the partially fixed area died, those which survived did
not do well, very few of the elm, hackberrj?-
,
pine and larch grew* i
The trees set out in the nursery did well with the exception of the 1
cedprp. The walnuts grew fairly well while the eatalpa and. ash seec:
failed to germinate.
A total of 15,400 trees were planted in the spring- i
of 1906, During the winter of 1906 and 1907 the rahbits and mice
girdled nearly all the trees except the locust. Efforts were made
to poison them "but with little success. A few of the mice were
caught in traps and. a large number of rabbits were shot in this
vicinity. In the spring of 1907 two fires ran thru the forest
lot. The first one sweeping over nearly all the south half, about
seven thousand trees which were set out in 1906 were burned. The
other fire was in the northwest corner and about seven hundred trees
ivere burned. Between the mice, rabbits and fires the work looked
discouraging.
Plantings in 1907
Four thousand locusts were planted on drifting
sand. Some of them near the middle of the lot and some at the
north end. Five hundred ash trees were planted along the east side
towards the north end, and just west of them were five hundred cat-
alpas. Two hundred walnut were removed from the nursery and plant-
ed between the rows of locust which were near the middle of the lot.
The mice and rabbits destroyed nearly all of the catalpas and wal-
nuts which were set out this year.
Plantings in 1908.
Eighteen hundred eatalpa were set between the rows
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of locusts which were planted in 1907. "here were two thousand cat-
alpas alternating with locust planted near a "blow hole on the south
side. Forty-three hundred locusts were set out all of them on drif-
ting sand. Three hundred mulberry were set out on partially fixed
sand. One thousand pine from the nursery were transplanted be-
tween rows of locust set out in 1906 on the drifting sand. The
rabbits and mice killed nearly all the catalpa.
Plantings in 1909.
Six thousand locusts were set out, half of them
on drifting sand and the other half on sand which had been complete-
ly fixed; alternating with part of these were planted one thousand
spruce trees. The spruce trees nearly all died. The winter of
1909 and 1910 was very cold with heavy snows, the snow being: nearly
three feet on the level most of the time, as a consequence, the
rabbits girdled nearly all the catalpa trees that were left about
three and a half feet from the ground. (These trees afterwards
sent out shoots from the roots). During this winter too, the
rabbits girdled a few of the locusts set out the spring before.
Plantings in 1910.
The spring of 1910 was very early, the trees on
the forest lot were well leaved out by the middle of April. On
the 24th of April there was a severe freeze and snow storm, and
all of the foliage was killed. The locusts were particularly hard
hit. The temperature got as low as 18 above zero. As soon as it
warmed up after the freeze ten thousand locusts were planted on
drifting sand. By the middle of June the trees were just beginning
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to recover from the freeze. There was hardly as much foliage at
this time as there was the first of April.
DISCUSSIOU OF THE VARIOUS KIBDS OF TREES USED.
There were no trees planted after 1910. Up to
this time there had been twelve kinds of trees need. The number
and cost per thousand are as follows:
Black locust 30,900 $2,50
Catalpa 5,800 3.00
Osage 5,000 3.50
Pine 5,000 5.00
Cottonwood 6,500 2.25
Spruce 1,400 5.00
Ash 1,000 4.00
Elm 400 2.50
Walnut 400 Native
EoTberry— 300 10.00
Hackberry 200 15.00
Larch 150- 7.50
Total 57,200
All of these trees were planted at the rate of
approximately one thousand to the acre. Of these .thirty-thousand
locust, thirty- four hundred cottonwood
, two thousand pine, five
hundred ash, five hundred catalpa, all the mulberries and two hun-
dred walnut grew. The elm, larch, haokberry, spruce and osage died
Where trees other than locusts persisted, they had been planted
between the rows of locust.
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The reason that the locusts were so ranch more succ-
essful than the rest of the plantings is that they are leguminous
plants. The locusts made an average growth of three feet a year
in height and four inches in circumference. The rest of the trees
did not do well the first two years. By that time the locusts must
have stored a considerable amount of nitrogen in the ground, for
since then, the other trees have been makinu rapid growths. The
pine trees have since 1910, grown at the rate of two feet a year
in height and one inch in diameter. They were looking exceedingly
well in the sprin^ of 1914 when a fire started from the railroad
swept thru them, and more than half were "burned. At the time they
were burned, most of them were from ten to fourteen feet in height
and would cost ffS.OO a piece at the nurseries.
The cottonwoods which were planted on the "border
of 'the forest lot, where the sand was drifting the most, have made
a verzT rapid growth. In some places the sand has drifted in more
than fifteen feet deep
-around their "base. These trees are now
twenty-five feet in height. The cottonwoods which were planted in
"blow holes and where the sand was not drifting, nearly all died.
The mulherry trees have not done well, altho
"but few of them have died. They are low and have made a scra^gly
growth. The ash and catalpa are now growing rapidly. In 1915 said
1914 these two varieties of trees made an average growth of over
four feet during the growing season.
During the summer of 1910, the locust trees
that were set out in 1906 "became infested with the locust "borer.
About 10fj of trees set out were killed by this pest. The
next spring, a man from the office of the State Entomologist
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came and treated the trees in an attempt to kill the "borer. He
came so late in the spring that he accomplished no results. As the
"borers kept growing worse and worse from year to year, he was sent
for again in the fall of 1912. This time he put a ring of tangle
foot around a great number of the trees in hopes of tangling the
"borers in it, "but this method did not accomplish the hoped for re-
sult. He also treated some trees with several kinds of penetrat-
ing oils including: Puie kerosene , Grasselli's lime and sulphur,
full strength, Orchard Brand oil, Target Brand oil, and Scalecide.
These are all miseible oils used as contact insecticides and have
great penetrating power. They are usually used at one part of oil
to 15 parts of water, hut were used here full strength. They were
applied "by means of a power spray pump. The "blow torch was also
used holding it on the trees until the outer hark was scorched.
ITone of these treatments appearently killed a single egg when ap-
plied in the fall just after the eggs had "been deposited or when
applied to the hark in the spring "before the young grubs had gone
into the inner hark.
In the spring of 1914 this man found a parasite
which works on the eggs of the locust "borer. At that time, he
estimated that, perhaps, 2% of the "borer eggs were infested. In
1915 this parasite was much more plentiful, it being estimated that
25f> of the "borer eggs were infested. In 1915 he treated a number
of the trees with cyanide of potassium and sodium. In making this
treatment a hole was bored in the tree near the base penetrating
thru the cambium layer and the cyanide deposited. The amount plac-
ed in the tree varied from one-twentieth to one half an ounce. The
hole was then stuffed with cotton and a cork driven into the open-
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ing. This treatment is supposed to poison the larva of the "borer
thru the cyanide being desolved "by the sap and being carried through
out the tree. Too large an amount of this poison may have the effec
of killing the tree. Very favorable results concerning this treat-
ment have "been reported by the Entomology Departments of California
and Idaho. If this treatment proves a success and the parasites
on the "borer eggs continue to increase, the locust "borer will soon
"be under control.
The black locust trees were tried as an experiment
at the time they were first set out but little was thought of their
being legumes. This coupled with the fact that the sound trees
produce fence posts which are comparable with 08age in longevity,
make them a valuable tree to raise. In groves of locusts where
the original trees have been cut down, a second growth domes up,
which, if the sprouts are reduced to one or two per stump, will
produce two to three posts per tree in five or six years. This
rapid growth is due to the enormous root -system of the original
tree sending all of its growing strength into one or two shoots.
On the upland, a mile from the forest lot, Forty- seven locust trees
were cut in January 1910, forty- four of these trees were eight
years old and the other three were from ten to fifteen years old.
They were sold for the following amounts:
55 poles and posts, 8 to 16 feet in length, $.50 each $27.50
40 posts at .25 " 10.00
44 tt ____ at #10 h 4<40
2 loads of limb wood 2.00
Total -*4;-.90
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These trees were grown on a little less than one fourth of an acre,
and produced an income at the rate of over $10.00 per acre annually.
It is hoped that the forest lot will, within a year or two, start
to produce a considerable income from the locus -': posts cut from it.
Little or no income is expected from the other trees for some time.
If any more plantings are made they will he aaiirely of "black locust
The cost of establishing a forest of "black locust
trees will not exceed $6.00 per acre, of which $&#50 is for the
trees and $2.50 for the lahor of planting them.
EFFECT OF RBPOSBSTIITG CIT SOIL
.
As soon as a good growth of trees was established,
other plants "began to grow in much greater numbers than formerly.
Another noteworthy item is the change in the under growth from year
to year. The first year or two, sand burrs and rag weeds comprise
the major portion of it, then a little blue grass begins to start
and in six or seven years a thick mat of blue grass has entirely
smothered the other forms of vegetation. With this sod of blue
grass there is no danger of starting the sand to drifting; when the
posts are cut.
The blue ^rass sod and the leaves from the trees,
and the nitrogen which is stored in the ground by the roots of the
locust trees, has increased the organic matter of the send greatly.
As was stated above, the drifting sand contains
.0081SJ& of nitrogen
or 162$ per acre, while that on which locust trees were planted
in 1906 contains at present .OSOfS or 600* per acre. This is a very
great increase considering the fact that no fertilizer of any kind
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has "been applied. In a few years if phosphorous were applied, good
crops could be raised from land that a short time before was con-
sidered worthless.
In view, of the results of moisture determination
which were carried on in 1914, in the drifting sand and brown silt
loam, near by, in which the pure sand contained more moisture in
dry periods than soil having a greater organic matter content; it
would seem that the moisture content of soil where the trees were
well established, would be no greater than that of the drifting sand
but in all probability much less. This is not what should be expect
ed as the organic matter is supposed to hold more moisture than
would otherwise be present. This would be true were it not for the
fact that where the organic matter is present there is a forest
growth consuming vast quanities of moisture, while in the pure sand
there is no such drain. This is assuming that the evaporation from
the surface is the same.
conclusions.
The fixation and reclamation of sand areas is ot
such importance that it has received the attention of our own and
several European nations. In most of the reclamation processes,
the laborious process of, first, fixing the sand and then planting
trees was followed. This process according to the U. S. Bulletin
50. 57 of the Bureau of Plant Industry cost from $22.00 to f90. 00
per acre in Germany, $22.00 per acre in the Netherlands, and $26.00
per acre in Prance and according to U. S. Bulletin ITo. 65 of the
Bureau of Plant Industry, the reclamation of the Cape Cod sand dunes
cost $31.00 p'^r acre for that area which was forested. In none of
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of these countries ,^the black locust\has/been used in any very large
quanities, (the only place reference has "been made to it is in con-
nection with the reclamation of the Cape God sand dunes). As this
tree will grow in the drifting sand and in a short tine Tlx it and,
too, as it will grow in any temperate region where a moderate amouni
of rainfall is to "be had, it would seem that it should he usee much
more in the future than it has in the past. in connection with re-
clamation work. As the cost of reclaiming is so much less where
these trees are used, it would he much more economical to fix the
dunes with them and then plant other kinds of trees if such plant-
ings are desired.
If he who makes two blades of grass to grow where
but one has grown before, is a benefactor o f mankind, what less can
be said of those, who, on a sandy plain cause to grow a beautiful
forest, where one blade of grass before did scarcely grow.
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Illustration No. 1
This chows the forest lot as seen from a distance. The
foreground is a dune that has been fixed "by natural orocesses. The
drifting sand in the middle, represents the character of the soil
in the forest lot before the plantings were made.

Illustration No. 2
This shows the vegetation which has come in since the
plantings were made. The locust trees shown, on the right and in
the hack- ground, were set out in 1907. The tamarack ,on the left
were set out in 1906. Note the dense bluegra^-s sod under the locust
trees
.
S

Illustration No. 3
Cottonwood trees planted on the south border of the
forest lot in 190G. .he fence in place is the fourth one which
has been built since 1900. rrhe trees are more than one-half covered
with sand.

Illustration Ho. 4
This shows a closer view of the trees shown in Wo. 3.
is'ote the posts of the third fence projecting above the surface

Illustration Wo. 5
A blow-out started by a cow path across the dunes. The
three ridges in the bottom of the blow indicate different periods
of wind erosion. As the blow advances a small amount of vegetation
starts in the original hole scooped out.

Illustration No. 6
The dune in the back-ground was fixed by natural pro-
cesses, but the edges that are exposed to the sweep of the wind
are being worn down, so that it will be only a question of time
before it will begin drifting

Illustration No. 7
Cottonwood trees on the right and locust trees on the
left. These trees are on the south edge of the forest lot and are
slowly checking the advance of the dune which is shown in the im-
mediate fore-ground.

Illustration Ho. 8
This shows locust trees on the south edge of the forest
lot, also some planted in advance of an approaching dune. To com-
pletely stop the drifting of the vegetat ionless area it will be
necessary to cover the whole of it with trees.
I

Illustration No. 9
A view from the west edge of the forest lot. This shows
a partially fixed dune in the fore-ground, a blow-out to the right,
and the bottoms of the old Mississippi River bed. The soil on the
bottoms is deep peat.

Illustration No. 10
This is supposed to show the moisture in the sand a few-
inches below the surface. This was taken in August when the soil
of the upland back from the sand area was practially dry to a
depth of 42 inches.

Illustration No. 11
These cottonwoodd are the same age as those shown in
illustration number 3. They were planted on the west side of the
forest lot where there was not much drift blown in on them. How-
ever two fences have been covered.

Illustration Wo. 12
A gigantic cottonwood grown on the drifting sand, »7here
the man is standing its circumference is 27 feet. The plantings
in the rear are "black locusts.
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